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MOUNTING YOUR LIGHT

ADJUSTING THE ANGLE OF YOUR LIGHT

Hangover uses a standard acon camera mount so it is compable with a variety of 
mounng opons. Included is a curved mount with a 3M adhesive designed to 
aach to most bike helmets.
To apply acon camera adhesive mounts please follow these 3 steps:
    1. Apply the mount to a smooth, and fully cleaned surface.  
    2. Firmly press the mount into place ensuring full contact over the enre surface.
    3. Be sure to apply the mount at room temp, and also allow at least a few hours for 
the mount to properly adhere to the surface

When mounted, manually rotate the 
light up or down. Then ghten the 
thumbscrew when you are sasifed with 
the aim.

NOTE: The light works best when 
posioned as close to the center of your 
helmet as possible. This centers the weight 
over your head and makes it less likely to be 
noced on your helmet.



INSTALLING YOUR LIGHT ON THE MOUNT

REMOVING THE LIGHT

Align the light foot with the base mount

Push the light forward into the mount and it will snap into place

Adjust the angle to your liking, and tighten down the thumbscrew.
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Compress the wing tabs unll the mount 
becomes loose and slide it back and out of 
the base.



CHARGING YOUR BATTERY

EXTERNAL BATTERY CHARGING

Hangover comes with a customized USB-C to USB-A cable to allow for charging with 
common USB-A charging ports. The light can be charged rapidly with compatible Quick 
Charge 3.0A chargers.  
The light will reach 85% charge in around one hour, after which the battery will begin to 
taper charge current due to the inherent properties of Li-ion batteries and will trickle 
charge to finish.
The status light animation speed will indicate if being Quick Charged or at a normal rate. The status light animation speed will indicate if being Quick Charged or at a normal rate. 
When first plugged in it will be a slow animation, if QC is enabled the animation will speed 
up significantly. 
When fully charged all 4 status lights will remain fully lit.
If you do manage to run the light until it is completely dead, the main beam will flash for 10 
seconds prior as a safety feature so that you have time to slow down and stop safely, 
rather than having the light just go black without warning.

This light is capable of pass-thru charging, meaning that it can be charged while in-use on 
the trail if you need even longer runtime. 



STATUS LIGHTS AND BATTERY PERCENTAGE

To maximize additional runtime, use a power bank capable of 3.0A output at 5V and plug 
in pack at start of ride. Do not wait until the light is completely drained to attach the 
supplemental battery or all modes may not be available
CAUTION: Using a power bank that does not meet QC3.0 specifications can lead to 
undesired operation and should be verified prior to use. Refer to our website for more 
information.

MEANING % LEFT



POWER ON & MODES

STATUS LIGHTCYCLES MODE RUN TIME

LOW

1.1h

2.9h

9.5h

DAYTIME STROBE
NIGHTTIME PULSE

6.5h
3.0h



RUNTIME
Single number reports of runtime are usually misleading and ineffective when 
actually planning your ride. So here is the expected runtime of each mode on 
Trail Evo. This is from 100% full charge. 

Pull up on the cam-lock lever unl the brass 
plunger snaps back into place and remove 
the light from the shoe.



HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR NEW LIGHT

CROSS COUNTRY/MTB

ENDURO
Your local rides tend to have a long, slow climb up the hill, followed by a fast 
descent.  

Turn your light to Low (Setting #4) for the slow climbing to conserve battery 
where you don’t need to see 300ft down the trail, then when before you start 
the descent crank it up to High (Setting #2) to ensure 100% max output for the 
entire descent for maximum visibility. 

Everyone is different and has different riding styles. To help you get the most out 
of your light in terms of runtime and performance, we’ve put together a few 
quick tips for the more common types of rides.



HAPPY RIDING!

COMMUTING / ROAD

FATBIKING



TRAIL EVO
WIRELESS HANDLEBAR LIGHT

Instruction manual, runtime 
charts, mounting, and 
suggested riding profiles.



THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE! 
As you know, we are a very small company working to make the best bike-specific 
lights that we can.  While we strive for 100% reliablity we know that sometimes 
issues can happen. Please contact us if there are any problems so we can get you 
taken care of, and so we can determine how to prevent the issue in the future! 
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